
 



 
 
Presidential   Message  



The   year   2020   has   brought   monumental   changes   that   have   already   included   a   global   pandemic  
and   a   renewed   call   for   social   justice.   We   are   reminded   that   we   live   in   a   constantly   changing  
world,   and   Rotary   is   a   reflection   of   that   world.  
We   must   be   ready   to   listen   and   adapt,   always   drawing   upon   our   core   values   of   service,  
fellowship,   diversity,   integrity,   and   leadership.   If   we   live   these   values   and   apply   The   Four-Way  
Test   to   all   aspects   of   our   lives,   we   will   be   prepared   to   lead   at   all   times.  
I   am   proud   of   how   we   have   proven   our   ability   to   adapt.   Faced   with   a   pandemic,   Rotary   has   not  
stopped.   We   moved   meetings   online   and   found   new   ways   to   serve.   We   turned   the   canceled  
2020   Rotary   International   Convention   in   Honolulu   into   our   first   virtual   convention.   Each   week,  
we   are   proving   that   Rotary   is   a   flexible   gathering   that   happens   anywhere   -   in   traditional  
meetings,   on   cellphones,   and   on   computers.   Rotary   offers   a   way   to   connect   for   everyone   who  
wants   to,   at   any   time,   and   will   continue   to   do   so.  
Some   have   even   told   me   that   they   enjoy   Rotary's   mix   of   online   and   in-person   meetings   more  
now   than   before!   How   can   we   build   on   this   momentum   and   seize   the   opportunity   to   embrace  
change   so   that   Rotary   keeps   thriving?  
For   me,   supporting   new   types   of   clubs   is   key.   They   are   no   longer   just   experiments   but   a   real  
part   of   Rotary   today.   In   addition   to   traditional   clubs,   we   have   e-clubs,   Rotaract   clubs,  
cause-based   clubs,   and   passport   clubs.   These   help   make   Rotary   more   inclusive,   more   flexible,  
and   more   attractive   to   new   members.   Visit   these   clubs,   exchange   ideas   and   partner   with   them,  
and   promote   them   to   one   another   and   to   our   communities.  
We   all   agree   that   we   need   to   grow   Rotary,   but   sometimes   we   can   get   caught   up   in   the   numbers  
game   and   lose   sight   of   the   bigger   picture.   After   all,   an   increase   in   membership   is   meaningless   if  
next   year,   those   new   members   leave   our   clubs.   Let's   grow   Rotary   sustainably.   Rotary's   flexible  
options   for   participation   will   engage   members   and   show   the   community   how   we're   different   from  
any   other   club.   Let's   celebrate   that   Rotary   is   now   less   about   rules   and   more   about   joining  
together   in   a   variety   of   ways   besides   traditional   meetings  
I   recommend   that   each   club   hold   an   annual   strategy   meeting   to   ask   -   and   honestly   answer   -   if  
we   are   doing   all   we   can   for   our   members   and   if   our   club   reflects   the   community   we   serve.   We  
are   taking   this   approach   at   the   international   level,   too.   I   am   proud   that   six   women   are   serving  
with   me   on   the   Rl   Board   of   Directors   this   year,   the   most   we   have   ever   had.   Let’s   keep   Rotary  
moving   in   this   direction   at   every   level.   We   need   more   perspectives,   more   diversity,   for   Rotary   to  
thrive.  
It's   fascinating   to   imagine   how   we   will   find   new   ways   to   adapt   and   stay   nimble   this   year   and  
beyond.   But   I   am   also   inspired   about   what   hasn't   changed   and   never   will   in   Rotary:   the  
friendships,   the   networking,   the   ethics,   and   the   service.   Indeed,   these   are   the   values   that   make  
Rotary   attractive   to   all.  
As   Rotary’s   founder,   Paul   Harris,   said,   we   have   to   be   revolutionary   from   time   to   time.   Now   is  
such   a   time.   Rotary   Opens   Opportunities   -   countless   ones   -   for   us   to   embrace   change   that   will  
strengthen   us   even   as   we   remain   true   to   our   core   values.  
This   does   not   seem   like   a   time   for   great   optimism,   but   it   has   to   be.   Long   before   Rotary   was  
founded,   the   world   dealt   with   great   crises   that   tested   humankind's   ability   to   progress   and  
endure.   In   the   age   of   Rotary,   the   world   has   faced   many   more   catastrophes;   however,   we   have  
survived,   and   every   step   of   the   way,   Rotary   has   helped   the   world   heal.   Every   great   challenge   is  
an   opportunity   for   renewal   and   growth.   I   revealed   the   theme   of   Rotary   Opens   Opportunities   at  
the   International   Assembly   in   San   Diego   just   as   the   COVID-19   crisis   was   beginning,   but   these  
are   words   that   I   have   believed   for   many   years.  
Rotary   is   not   just   a   club   that   you   join;   it   is   an   invitation   to   endless   opportunities.   We   believe   in  
creating   opportunities   for   others   and   for   ourselves.   We   believe   that   our   acts   of   service,   large  
and   small,   generate   opportunities   for   people   who   need   our   help,   and   that   Rotary   opens  
opportunities   for   us   to   live   a   richer,   more   meaningful   life,   with   friends   around   the   world,   based  
on   our   core   values.  
Governments   and   institutions   are   gaining   a   greater   appreciation   for   the   types   of   public   health  
partnerships   that   are   critical   to   our   work.   People   stuck   at   home,   eager   for   greater   connections  



and   hungry   to   help   their   communities,   are   now   embracing   the   values   we   have   promoted   since  
our   beginning.  
All   of   this   is   positive   news,   but   just   because   there   are   greater   opportunities   than   ever   for   Rotary  
to   thrive   does   not   guarantee   that   we   will   succeed.   The   world   is   changing   rapidly   -   and   was   doing  
so   even   before   this   crisis.   People   were   starting   to   move   away   from   regular   lunch   meetings   and  
toward   online   gatherings.   Friendships   were   being   cultivated   and   revived   in   social   media  
relationships   even   before   most   of   our   meetings   moved   to   Zoom   and   Skype.   Younger  
generations   have   a   strong   desire   to   serve   -   but   have   questioned   whether   they   could   play   a  
meaningful   role   in   organizations   like   Rotary   or   whether   they   might   make   a   bigger   impact   forming  
different   types   of   connections.   Now   is   the   time   to   put   everything   on   the   table,   test   new  
approaches,   and   prepare   Rotary   for   the   future.  
The   COVID-19   crisis   has   forced   all   of   us   to   adapt.   This   is   good,   and   our   new   Action   Plan  
specifically   calls   on   us   to   improve   our   ability   to   adapt.   But   adaptation   is   not   enough.   We   need   to  
change,   and   change   dramatically,   if   we   are   to   face   the   challenges   of   this   new   age   and   provide  
the   Rotary   the   world   so   desperately   needs.  
This   is   our   great   challenge,   not   just   in   the   next   year   but   into   the   foreseeable   future.   It   is   up   to   us  
to   remake   Rotary   for   these   new   times   -   to   wholeheartedly   embrace   the   ideas,   energy,   and  
commitment   of   young   people   eager   to   find   an   outlet   for   idealism.   We   must   become   an  
organization   fully   enmeshed   in   the   digital   age,   not   one   that   simply   looks   for   online   ways   to   keep  
doing   what   we   have   always   done.  
The   world   needs   Rotary   now   more   than   ever.   It   is   up   to   us   to   make   sure   that   Rotary   Opens  
Opportunities   for   generations   to   come.  
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


